IEEE Computer Society Press

The IEEE Computer Society Press is responsible for producing nonperiodical publication products that support the Computer Society’s vision to be the leading provider of technical information and services to the world’s computing professionals. The Computer Society’s members are software and hardware developers, programmers, engineers, computer scientists, information technology managers, and more. To support our members in the dissemination and discussion of new technologies, emerging issues, and industry trends, the Computer Society Press currently produces over 150 conference proceedings, authored books, on-line tutorials, CD-ROM’s, multimedia and additional electronic products each year.

The IEEE Computer Society has begun a new publishing partnership with John Wiley & Sons, Inc. Beginning on 14 October 2002, all IEEE Computer Society Press books will be promoted and distributed by our partner John Wiley & Sons, Inc. Wiley will also partner with CS Press to produce a number of exciting new titles. IEEE Computer Society members will receive a 15% discount on these titles when purchased through Wiley or at Wiley.com.

CS Store:
All IEEE Computer Society Press products are listed in the CS Store http://computer.org/cspress/. In the CS Store are full descriptions and content of all CS Press products. Members and customers can purchase through the CS integrated shopping cart all CS Press products. Members receive discounts of at least 15% off of all products. The Store includes information on all proceedings, books, CD-ROMs, standards, software, and special Computer Society reports. New CD-ROM collections of popular conference proceedings and conferences bundled by subject area will be available in late 2002.

Conference Proceedings Online:
The IEEE Computer Society Digital Library http://computer.org/proceedings/ includes all CS Press proceedings published since 1996. Members can access the full content of these proceedings. Single articles can be also be purchased through the integrated shopping cart from the over 500 IEEE Computer Society proceedings.

Proceedings Reprints:
Proceedings authors can purchase reprints of their articles through CS Press. IEEE Computer Society Customer Service representatives will assist authors, volunteers, and members for the purchase of their reprinted papers.